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Objectives

•Review of posterior predictive di-
agnostics.

•The predictive posterior distribu-
tion in a closed form produced by
a normal likelihood.

•Graphical checks.
•Study of certain statistic for check-
ing the normality using posterior
predictive diagnostics.

Normal Model

•Likelihood: yi ∼ Normal(µ, σ2).
•Priors:
µ/σ2 ∼ N(0, σ2/n0)

1/σ2 ∼ Gamma(u0/2, u0S
2
0/2).

•φ = 1/σ2.
•φ|data ∼ Gamma(un/2, unS

2
n/2)

where un = n + u0, nn = n0 + n

and S2n = ((n − 1)S2 + n0S
2
0 +

y2nn0/nn)/un

•µ|φ, data ∼ N(mn, (φnn)
−1)

where mn = ny/(n + n0) and
nn = n + n0.

The Posterior Predictive
Distribution

t(un,mn, S
2
n(1 + 1/nn))

Example with Normal data and
some graphical checks

yi ∼ Normal(0, 100).
and n = 100, n0 = 1, u0 = 2, s20 = 1

predictive posterior distribution:
t(102, 0.8, 99.1)

Graph of y vs yrep and QQplot

Example with data from a
gamma disrtibution

Student predictive posterior vs.
gamma(1,1).

Study of certain statistic for
checking the normality using

posterior predictive diagnostics

Distance calculation of sample data
with those from the predictive pos-
terior at quantiles’ level. Then com-
parison of those distances and +1,
if the quantile’s distance of the first
sample is higher than the second or
-1 for the opposite.

Future Work

•Finding a function which will pro-
pose a specific distribution for ev-
ery using sample.

•Finding a normality check model
process.
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